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Prior to the Board meeting, and in line with GL Policies and
Regulations on the annual review of partnerships, the organisation
distributed evaluation forms and partner perception forms to all
its partners; 28 responded. GL also conducted its own internal
analysis of partnerships. GL is aware that a more complete analysis
needs to be conducted by an external evaluator, as part of the
organisational evaluation that takes place every year. However,
a periodic internally led evaluation of partnerships is important
to help in strengthening critical ties, as well as streamlining
partnerships where these are not working.

The table shows that GL staff identified 69 active partnerships
compared to 45 last year. Of these, 32 are primarily media
partners; 25 governance partners and 12 justice partners.

Looked at from a different angle, 48 are bilateral partners in 13
SADC countries, with the largest number (slightly less than half
in South Africa) which also accounts for half the region’s
population. Another ten are regional organisations headquartered
in various countries in the region. One is east African and another
ten are international. This demonstrates the spread and reach of
GL’s partnerships. Further analysis shows that of the 69 partners,
49 (71%) belong to one or other network that GL is actively
involved in such as the Media Action Plan; GEMSA; or the
Southern Africa Gender Protocol Alliance.  This assists in better
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management of partnerships. Below are some of the comments
received in response to specific questions:

Why do you partner with GL?
• It is an institution best suited for Gender and Media issues in

Southern Africa. ZAMCOM
• It is the best institution for allowing academic theory to be

articulated into gender practice.
• GL is seen as a leader in dealing or implementing gender

mainstreaming and capacity building on gender issues. CoJ
• GL is transparent in everything the organisation does.
• The organisation had a) a similar mandate as our own, in

terms of research, lobby and advocacy and b) a high level of
professionalism and integrity. All in all, we were on the lookout
for partners who make the “mutuality” in partnership something
more than just a nice word. NCA

What are the strengths of the partnership?
• There is a high level of expertise in gender and media in GL.

ZAMCOM
• Excellent in training and resource mobilisation for

implementation of programmes, as well as in documentation.
• The strengths of this partnership have been that there has

been strong technical back up and financial support from GL,
which made implementation possible, speedy and successful.
Also, the link between District Councils and gender
departments has been strengthened. Ministry of Gender,
Lesotho

• Field work that touches grass-root level. A very good approach
to Mauritian women in all walks of life. Action is consistent
with strategy and result-oriented. WIN Mauritius

• Prompt delivery on commitments made by GL staff; quality
reports; staff members were extremely knowledgeable on
gender and local government issues; GL is ever willing to
provide support and they provide support they do so with
commitment and dedication. One never doubts that the
outcome of the product will be superior when GL is involved
in a project. DPLG

• I feel you have very effective techniques and methods of
informing through your email service. Government Information
Services, Mauritius
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Since September
2007, Media Watch/Gemsa has
joined Women In Networking

(WIN) as a partner. The
objectives and missions of

Media Watch/Gemsa are close
to those of WIN. The views
shared by GL Francophone

Director Loga Virahsawmy and
her team with members of WIN

in various meetings are
valuable. In February 2009,

WIN called upon Loga
Virahsawmy to be one of the

guests speakers for the
launching of our platform

Women in Politics. Loga shared
with the audience valuable
data.  Her down to earth

approach earned her a big
round of applause.   .

- Marie-Noelle Elissac-Foy, member
of WIN Core Team WOMEN IN

NETWORKING (Mauritius)

“

”

Strong partnerships deliver results.
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What are the weaknesses of the partnership?
• Communication because I am a person who usually needs

immediate response. GEMSA Zambia
• Shortness of time in my institution to implement GL projects.
• There is need to have GEMSA acquire their own premises,

not to be housed at GL premises. Having the two organisations
operate in one premises, to other people and stakeholders
may be interpreted in a very bad way. There is need to maintain
and protect the good reputation of Gender Links. Is not good
at all to be drawn into unnecessary politics as some of them
may be detrimental. MB Communications

• Contributors for GL Opinion and Commentary should be
from all countries. Currently most of them came from South
Africa. GEMSAT

How can partnerships be strengthened?
• Identification of synergies to avoid duplication and increase

outcomes. IPS
• The more we strengthen the communications the better the

project would move smoothly in the future.

Pinkie Mekgwe, GL Board member

I am fresh out of a week-long Julius
Nyerere Pan-African Intellectual
Festival of ideas, accolades, critique,
debates, book page-turning, music,
poetry, and pure joy  - a revival of
hope for an Africa characterized by
one-ness.

Convened by the Mwalimu Nyerere Professor of Pan-African
Studies, Professor Issa Shivji, it is an occassion graced by luminaries
such as Nobel laureate Wole Soyinka who is the 2009
Dinstinguished Nyerere Lecturer; Kofi Anyidoho, that African
literary stalwart whose footprints match those of any Nobel
recipient; Olivier Frantz Fanon, son of the acclaimed philosopher-
doctor and revolutionary, Frantz Fanon; our Pan-African knowledge
production revolutionary of the current generation, Adebayo
Olukoshi, once dubbed Africa’s youngest professor upon receiving
his full professorship at age 26.

Discussions take place, fittingly, in a place named for another
Pan-African giant, Kwame Nkrumah hall, University of Dar es
Salaam.  The hall has been very impressively packed full with
students, guests, and staff of the university.  Many of the young
men turn this into a students’ justice platform, airing their
grievances, and asking pertinent questions of their elders and
leaders.  It is one illuminating week, vibrant with ideas, and a
sense of mutual respect even in difference.

As the messages from the first generation of African Nationalist,
liberation seekers, and unifiers are reflected on, I am struck by
a stark area of silence: women.  Yes, Anna Tibaijuka, Executive
Secretary of UN-Habitat is one of the panelists.  But she is
one of a handful.  There is little floor participation from the
few women and female students.  More importantly, the
Pan-African discourse throughout the week makes very scant
mention of women and the contributions they made to this vision
of one-ness.

As I beam with pride that our own Thenji Mtintso is mentioned

in Anna Tibaijuka’s talk about women organizing for Pan-
African change, it occurs to me that this ‘Pan’ really needs more
women accounts, women’s participation, women’s visibility, for
the part they have played in the past, and parts they continue to
play, and will play if the Pan African ideal is to translate into a
working, breathing spirit.  We need a true revival of the Pan-
African Women’s Movement to enable women to organise better
across all borders, on their own terms, and on terms that will
move the agenda of a United States of Africa that works for all
forth.

We need forums of the nature of the Julius Nyerere – Mam’ Rose
week that will be dedicated to the works and victories of the
many talented women of Africa who accompanied their men in
the fight for liberation; who worked single-handedly; who
worked with other women; and who continue to work for
change – for a better life across all of life’s boundaries.  We
need to recognise their contributions, to learn from them, and
ultimately, to produce a sound, enabling gender-inclusive
and gender-sensitive knowledge base that will inform and
shape the direction of an Africa of the future: sunny, successful,
linked.

For, the links do matter.  Infinitely.  I am glad that Gender Links
is forging ahead in the journey of razing down gender, justice,
and geographical borders in the quest to create enabling links.

A gender-linked United States of Africa, anyone?

Thenjiwe Mtintso, GL Board member and founding chair.
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One pan that, for once, needs women!

• Transparency, communication and accountability. GEMSA
• We have learnt from GLs methods, and the transfer of

knowledge has in many respects gone from South to North.
More specifically, we have found GL’s cyber dialogues to be
a very useful tool as an arena for dialogue and have
implemented a similar project here, with great success and
extensive media coverage. NCA

• Have bi monthly meetings to share information. Engender
Health

• There is a need to balance the gender scales in the office.
There is a need to have more men joining GL. MB
Communications

Key questions for the future
• What is the difference between a target group, beneficiary

and a partner?
• Which partnerships should GL prioritise?
• Which should it drop?
• Why?
• How can M and E of partnerships be strengthened?


